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1. The title is clear and it is adequate to the content of the 
article. 

4 

(Please insert your comments) 

2. The abstract clearly presents aims, methods and results. 3 

(Please insert your comments) 

3. The study methods are explained clearly.  2 

Methodology is not a central part of this paper – it is more an overview of CMT and ECMT.  

4. The results are clear and consistent with the aims. 3 

(Please insert your comments) 



5. The discussion and conclusions are accurate and supported 
by the content. 

3 

The conclusions could be more pertinent to the title – referring to ECMT in LSP. The 
conclusions lack reference to results in this area. 

6. The references are comprehensive and appropriate. 5 

(Please insert your comments)Please check the references in the bibliography correspond 
with those in the texts. 
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I have made some comments on the pdf of the manuscript. 

Rep – repetition 

Gr – grammar needs checking  

 
The paper is certainly original and makes relevant and innovative points about CMT, 
ECMT and translation in relation to LSP.  
However sometimes these points are discussed superficially. I would have liked to see 
more examples – perhaps examples in a case study corpus, rather than just the odd 
example out of context here and there.  I suggest a case study text (which can be a short 
paragraph) – for example a text from a business journal, or from an annual business 
report etc., and its translation – involving examples of metaphor translation from one 
language into another.  This would make the paper more complete.   
More could be said about business translation, and LSP in this area – which is 
mentioned in the abstract.  
I also found that the sections overlapped -  for example Extended C.Metaphor Theory 
seemed to overlap into the next section Extended C.Metaphor Theory and Translation -  I 
think the divisions could be better marked. 
Perhaps a section dedicated to the literature in the past could be one section to reduce 
the size of the sections and make the paper easier to read. 
Some paragraphs were quite complex and could be simplified in order to explain a very 
valid concept. I identified one paragraph.  
Also the conclusions do not sufficiently mention extended conceptual metaphor theory – 
more can be said about the application of this theory in order to refer back to the title 
and the  main aim of the paper, which is to highlight its application in translation and 
LSP.   
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